In shock, therefore, no fluid is lost from the circulatory system, but it is banked up in the splanchnic area instead of circulating throughout the body. In collapse, on the other hand, there is a loss of fluid from the body, or into some part of the body from which it cannot be regained into the circulatory system. Normally the tissues will give up fluid to the circulation as quickly as it is taken out from some other part, and will continue to do so until there is no more fluid in the tissues to be taken up. When, however, a tissue is damaged it rapidly takes up fluid from the blood, and cannot give it back when the latter becomes lessened in quantity.
Conditions under which Loss of Fluids
Takes Place.
Hence in collapse the fall of blood-pressure is due to fluid actually lost from the circulation, and may occur under three conditions : (a) All the constituents of the blood are lost from the body in cases of severe haemorrhage.
(b) The fluid parts only of the blood are lost from the body, as in cases of diarrhoea and vomiting.
(c) The fluid parts are lost from the circulation, not from the body, but into some damaged tissue from which they cannot be regained, as in cases of general peritonitis or extensive burns.
In both shock and collapse the addition of fluid to the circulation will be of benefit. In shock the result of this will be to raise the blood-pressure by filling up the increase of volume of the circulatory 
